
Environment 
Our first step was to re-develop the nursery environment to promote the best 
learning possible and make learning in the nursery visible to all.  We considered  
everything in the learning space; colours, light, fabric, furniture, resources, display 
boards and storage, all with learning in mind.  We took inspiration from the Reggio 
Emilia approach to early years education.  We created a space where neutral     
backgrounds allow the children’s learning to shine through and learning is              
documented on the walls. 

Observation, Planning and Assessment 
‘What are we learning? Wall’ 
We began to consider how we should record 
the thought processes and dialogue around 
learning that we engage in every day as 
practitioners.  We set up a live learning wall 
and decided to include observations, next 
steps, evaluations, children’s comments, 
thoughts on resources and other reflections 
on learning.  Responsive practice is central 
to our approach and we interweave seasonal 
and cultural events in to our planning,    
maintaining relevance for the children.  We    
developed a planning approach which is 
based on the professional responsibility of 
every practitioner.  The quality of our      
reflections is of central importance and 
the format used to record is flexible.  As 
our families are our partners in developing 
learning, parents are encouraged to add to 
this wall too.  We have also used key     
questions, adapted from a recent Midlothian 
guidance document, to prompt our thinking 
about learning.  Whenever we feel the wall 
is becoming irrelevant to current learning 
we ‘file’ the recordings in our ‘What are we 
learning?’ floor book.  
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Our First Visible Learning Meeting 
Next, we met together with the team from Bilston to discuss our Visible  
Learning journey.  The intention of this meeting was to introduce the key      
aspects of visible learning to everyone, share what work has been going on in P1
-P7 and  discuss what visible learning might ’look like’ in the nursery setting.   
We could see that Visible learning builds on much of the work already            

undertaken in early years settings;  responsive practice,  developing   
positive learning dispositions (e.g., independence and resilience) and making 
learning visible through learning folders/floor books etc.  We are also      
already confident in communicating with parents about learning. 

  
In the nursery we need to focus on learning rather than activity, in the same 
way as teachers in classroom settings need to focus on learning rather than 
teaching. 
 
We discussed the role of the practitioner in continually asking simple questions 
such as ‘Why am I doing this?’ and ‘What is the purpose of this for learning?’.  
We should ask ourselves these questions as well as discussing them with our 
colleagues.   
 
We talked about ‘Know Thy Impact’ and discussed how practitioner enquiry was 
being supported by our local authority.  We used the Big Bedtime Read project 
as an example, to consider the kinds of things we could research in the future. 
 
We discussed ‘sustained shared thinking’ and how this relates to visible     
learning.  It was proposed that dialogue and the language of learning is one of 
the most relevant aspects of visible learning for the nursery setting.  This    
includes; 
 - feedback and the use of praise 
-promoting a growth mindset (‘yet’ magic!) 
-questioning 
-discussion of metacognitive strategies 
Encouraging children to reflect on what and how they are learning, as well as 
what they need to do next.  
This meeting gave us lots to think about!! 
  



The next challenge for us at Roslin, was how to share the way that learning is 
integral to play.  As staff we began to think about how we make learning 
through play more ‘visible’ to our families and other visitors.   We know that 
we often can be heard saying, ‘we develop that learning through play’.  But 
how often have we explained what this actually means to our parents and  
visitors?   

As a first step, we made this document which we have included in all 
our learning folders and our class information file.  We are now planning 
a curriculum event on ‘learning through play’, where we are hoping to 
use video clips to discuss learning with our families.   

 



We have now re-written our class information file, with the 
intention of making it focussed on learning and parent/
visitor friendly.  We have included information on learning 
folders, how we display learning in the nursery, the role of 
staff in the nursery, the learning involved in our structured  
activities and the learning skills and dispositions we       
promote. 



Another way that we are thinking about ‘learning through play’ is with our new 
document on core provision.  We loved the work Mayfield Nursery had done on 
this and used this as the basis of our own file (many thanks!) which we         
developed together with Mauricewood Nursery.  The core provision document 
explains how we deliver the curriculum through play and the learning that goes 
on in every area of the nursery each day.  Appropriately for nursery,  the  
process of creating this was as important as the end product.  We feel it will 
be a valuable resource both for us as practitioners, to maintain and develop 
our thinking about learning, and for parents, students and other visitors.  



At our first visible learning 
meeting, we discussed how 
much of visible learning is 
about professional learning and 
reflective practice.  We are 
now setting up a professional 
learning library in the nursery 
to promote the sharing of 
reading and professional      
dialogue.  
 
We will also need to think 
about developing our self   
evaluation processes as part of 
our visible learning journey. 

A reminder for us and the children! 


